
MS degree - course work only; feedback from Aer E

Wed 2/1/2023 2:14 PM

To: Robinson, Natalie B [G COL] <nbr@iastate.edu>
Dear Natalie,

We talked about this proposal at Aerospace Engineering department.
And here is our feedback.

Department is almost equally split between those who support it and those who do not.

Here are some comments and concerns from the faculty.
1. Some admitted PhD or master's students with assistantships will switch to master with no thesis.
2. CU Boulder has it, and it is MS, not M Eng. Moreover, students can take it remotely. I asked one of my current PhD

students who received MS from CU Boulder remotely about one of the courses he took, and he said it was all asynchronous
recorded lectures. I suggest that we look at other schools as well. My personal opinion on this is to offer a MS degree that is
course work only. This is a good time for aerospace industry, which means more people are probably looking for such
programs that can prepare them for the job market without need for the creative aspect of the degree. This is going to help
our graduate program significantly.

3. I want to state this on the Degree Certificate. If it is left as an MS degree then it will send a wrong message to the
Aerospace community.

Thank you.

 
Department of Aerospace Engineering 





Potential change in requirements for a Master of Science Degree from Iowa State

Mon 1/16/2023 12:36 PM

To: Robinson, Natalie B [G COL] <nbr@iastate.edu>;Haddad, Monica [C R P] <haddad@iastate.edu>;Mosher, Gretchen A
[A&BE] <gamosher@iastate.edu>
Dear Drs. Robinson, Haddad and Mosher
 
I am adamantly opposed to awarding a “Master of Science” degree to a student who does not have a research or crea�ve
component to their program. If their program is coursework only, then they should not be awarded an MS degree. This approach
would “cheapen” a tradi�onal MS degree and mislead poten�al employers.
 
Respec�ully
 

Department of Animal Science
Iowa State University
 
 







Re: Master of Science (M.S.) degrees

Robinson, Natalie B [G COL] <nbr@iastate.edu>
Fri 1/20/2023 5:04 PM

Haddad, Monica [C R P] <haddad@iastate.edu>;Mosher, Gretchen A
[A&BE] <gamosher@iastate.edu>

Thank you for your feedback  We will share your comments with the Council.

Take care,
Natalie

Natalie B. Robinson Assistant Director of Student & Faculty Services
she/her/hers

Graduate College
Advancing careers, lives, and society for over a century

505 Morrill Rd.
1137 Pearson Hall

P        515-294-5020         
W       grad-college.iastate.edu  

I acknowledge that Iowa State University is a land-grant university located on the ancestral lands and territory of the Baxoje (bah-kho-dzhe), or
Ioway Na�on. The United States removed the Meskwaki and Sauk na�ons from their land via the Treaty of 1842, and the Morrill Act of 1862
expropriated indigenous land to fund ISU. I wish to recognize my obliga�on to this land and to the people who took care of it, as well as to the
nearly 17,000 indigenous people who live in Iowa today. I'm working on my ac�on plan, and you can, too, by following Beyond Land
Acknowledgement: A Guide.

Sent: Friday, January 20, 2023 10:39 AM
To: Robinson, Natalie B [G COL] <nbr@iastate.edu>; Haddad, Monica [C R P] <haddad@iastate.edu>; Mosher, Gretchen A [A&BE]
<gamosher@iastate.edu>
Subject: Master of Science (M.S.) degrees
 
Dear Natalie, Monica and Gretchen,
 
I am writing this e-mail regarding a proposal that is currently being considered by the University Graduate Council. The
proposal relates to issuing Master of Science (M.S.) degrees to students who do a course-work only program. 

our faculty representative brought this proposal forth at our faculty retreat.
 
From the information shared, I believe currently at Iowa State, M.S. degrees are only awarded to students who complete
courses and either 1) write a thesis or 2) do a creative component in addition to their courses. I also understand that ISU
has a mechanism for students to do coursework only post BS/BA degrees, and these are called Master of (Discipline
name), but are not awarded a M.S.
 
In my current role as a Graduate faculty mentor at ISU, and in my previous business role as the Director for Animal
Welfare at the National Pork Board I have been pondering on this proposal.
 
I am highly concerned that this blanket M.S. degree will devalue the ISU-M.S. degree and fails to clearly delineate
between the work load, training and skills garnered by the student for our stakeholders.
 





RE: M.S. discussion

Wed 1/4/2023 11:19 AM

To: Robinson, Natalie B [G COL] <nbr@iastate.edu>
Natalie,
 
Happy new year and I hope you had a good break.
 
I am emailing to let you know the discussions our department has had on the Masters of Science. In general, Animal
Science wants to keep the M.S. as is. We feel that without the thesis or crea�ve component, the M.S. will be diluted in
quality and this is a way to dis�nguish between the two types of masters degrees. The thesis or crea�ve component
give the student true science training. Otherwise, it is just a glorified B.S. degree.  In our field, most employers value
the experimental learning that is defined in a thesis.  Course work only degrees should be dis�nguished like they
currently are. Thus, no change is needed.
 
Thanks,
 

 

Department of Animal Science

 
 





Monica presented the proposal to allow coursework only Master of Science degrees at Iowa State 
University to the Faculty Senate on Tuesday, December 13th.  

She asked for feedback. Here is what I documented: 

•  (materials science and engineering): Asked the reason for the change. 
Monica did not directly answer his question but deferred a response until after more 
feedback was received  

•  (psychology) added that some departments felt they could draw a larger 
pool of applicants with the ability to administer a coursework only M.S. 

•  (natural resource ecology and management): M.S. has prestige and more 
rigor; after his informal discussion with the NREM faculty, his vote is “No”. Concerned 
about ability of students to sell themselves as having a M.S. from ISU when they have 
not completed the rigorous task of thesis research 

•  (psychology) added that the Registrar’s office will be able to designate a 
coursework only M.S. on the transcript, with Workday Student 

•  (political science): the need to have faculty manage a creative component 
creates an unsustainable workload for faculty in individual departments. Further, the 
proposal does not mandate that departments create coursework only M.S. degrees. 
Instead, it gives departments the autonomy to create them if they wish  

•  (kinesiology): M.S. means something; employers and others may not look at 
the transcript, only the diploma (where there is no distinction). Coursework only M.S. 
degrades the quality of the M.S. 

•  (geological and atmospheric science): How would assistantships be handled 
with online coursework only degrees. What would keep online students from demanding 
an assistantship, even if they were halfway across the world? 

•  (electrical and computer engineering): What might be helpful is a list of 
other universities, with a lean toward those who are more prestigious, that have gone to 
online coursework only master’s degrees. This information could be informative to 
decision-making process  

• Monica response: In our research, the majority of universities have no direct Graduate 
College policy that speaks directly to the point of coursework only master’s degrees. 
They talk only about master’s degrees from a more general sense  

•  (electrical and computer engineering): This implies that other universities 
do not distinguish between master’s degrees 

•  (English): Felt the coursework only master’s degrees would create inequity 
among graduate faculty. Given that faculty spend a good portion of time managing the 
planning, research, and writing of graduate students, this type of degree would eliminate 
a major workload issue for only faculty administered coursework only degrees 

 

 

 



I also received the following feedback last week from agricultural education and studies: 

From  Agricultural Education in CALS. I would ask 
you to consider favorably the option of course based Master of Science. Our Graduate faculty 
has been talking about a course-based Master of Arts (in Teaching) but an MS would be better. 
Five years ago, our program enrolled 87 active graduate students; now we have 37 due to Covid 
and other factors, but we will rebuild. Most are distance in our key long-term program. 
Agriculture has always been science-based, so the "S" is key to students and to employers. 
Students often take biophysical courses during their POS period of time. Our social science 
component is also "S." 

We have few who take the thesis. The creative component is a problem. MOST of our students 
work on or two jobs. The professional job is in teaching agriculture or extension/outreach. They 
need the masters and take the distance program. The unstructured creative component is an issue 
in retention. Yes, we have tried several types of special courses for support but the outcomes are 
not there. A course-based program would increase retention and completion. 

Another piece of feedback came to me through Animal Science in mid-November: 

I am very concerned about that development because as I understand it - if this goes through, 
students that do a research project or a creative component will have the same degree as students 
that do a coursework-only degree.  I am concerned about the fact that there is apparently no 
formal way for employers and others outside department/University to know the difference. This 
matters because some employers want students that have real, hands-on experience in 
independently doing and/or evaluating research.  I know that as it stands now, if approved, 
departments can choose to not offer coursework only Master of Science degrees - but I know it 
will only be a matter of time before college administration will pressure to offer more of these 
course-work only Master of Science degree programs. This faculty member requested that the 
proposal be discussed at the Faculty Senate so that faculty could be more aware of the changes 
proposed.  
 

 



Coursework only Master of Science programs: Feedback 

• MS should be limited to students who complete a thesis or creative component; 
Coursework only degrees should be a Master of “discipline”  

• ALL master’s degrees should require a thesis or creative component, no exceptions 
• I recommend against revising the current policy and not allow programs that offer 

course-work only Master degrees to use the label of “Master of Science” without a 
creative/research component. This would “add value” to degrees that have marginal 
value already, and take away value/dilute existing Master of Science degree. There 
are already two options available such as the Master in <discipline> degrees and 
professional Master degrees.  

• At the graduate council level, I don't have a strong opinion on this.  With each 
department, I think we should set our own expectations for creative components and 
in my mind, I don't have a problem them being a "master of science."  I have a "M.S. 
of Engineering" from Purdue and I don't find that my job opportunities benefited or 
suffered.  From the graduate council, I can appreciate that other programs would 
benefit from this for their students; therefore, I'm neutral on it. 

• I don’t have a strong opinion here.  In my discipline the major of MS graduates go to 
industry.  For the 50+ MS students I’ve graduated in the past 10 years, zero have 
gone to a job where their MS thesis topic was a requirement.  The training and skills 
advancement helped them, but the thesis or scientific background was not a 
requirement.  In my domain, our companies don’t frankly know the difference 
between a Master of Science, Master of Engineering, Master of Technology, or any 
other version of a master’s degree.  I would be supportive of using the MS notation to 
simplify how we communicate and simply share that there are thesis and coursework 
options.  It seems like this could get us down to 2 rather than 3 options as a creative 
component degree could simply be a coursework option where the creative 
component is a course the students take.   

• Leave it as is 
• I think our policy as is, is clear and traditional. I think some designation is needed 

between a professional, coursework only, terminal degree and a coursework plus 
thesis-based degree. 

• I am not supportive naming a coursework-only master’s degree Master of Science.   
The thesis is the key learning component of the MS, and by making MS include 
coursework only, that would devalue the MS degree. 

• Could the creative component include a project? this could be scalable in hours (3-9 
hours) based on the scope of the project. We had something like this at UNC 
Charlotte when I was there many years ago and it worked really well.  

• I can see the logic in not awarding MS w/o a thesis or creative component.  We award 
a Masters of Engineering instead of MS for coursework only, although we do require 
a creative component. There are other options for awarding coursework only degrees 
in other areas of study.  



• Coursework only should not get Master of Science designation. This opinion is not 
based upon some fundamental principle, but because this is how the term MS is 
generally used and I don't see the benefit to allowing it to be muddied. 

• My sense of the broader landscape is that nobody outside a pretty narrow lane within 
academia understands or cares about the distinction between Master of Science and 
Master of [Discipline]. So, I don’t think it’s worth holding onto the practice of 
prohibiting coursework-only degrees from being called Master of Science. 
Additionally, a creative component option adds enough additional faculty workload 
that (a) some people don’t want to supervise one, and thus (b) creative component 
students may have to beg for “scraps” to find a reasonable creative component project 
and mentor, and this (c) limits the bandwidth for growing the coursework-only degree 
options that might otherwise add revenue as well as expand course opportunities for 
research-based graduate students if enrollment numbers were higher. 

• While I am uncomfortable with coursework only programs that are called “Master of 
Science”, I recognize that these programs have the potential to bring in a lot of 
revenue and provide additional flexibility in administering. If ISU pursues 
coursework-based Master of Science, I am supportive of a note on the transcript 
indicating that these are coursework-based degrees. I also think approval of the 
proposal would involve more discussion on the specifics of what and how many 
undergraduate courses are appropriate for a coursework only M.S.  
 

 







Thanks
Melha  
 
 
***************************************************************
Melha Mellata, Ph.D. (She/her/hers)
Associate Professor of Molecular Microbiology  
Courtesy Faculty, Veterinary Microbiology & Preventive Medicine 
 
Chair, Interdepartmental Microbiology Graduate Program
Faculty Senator
 
Email: mmellata@iastate.edu | Phone: 515-294-9220 | Twitter: @Mellata_Lab   
Lab website : Molecular Microbiology & Vaccinology Lab    
  
Delivery Address:   
Iowa State University, 3346 Food Sciences Building   
 536 Farmhouse Lane Ames, IA  50011   
 

 
 

 







RE: Coursework Only Feedback

Wed 1/25/2023 4:08 PM

To: Robinson, Natalie B [G COL] <nbr@iastate.edu>
Hi Natalie,
As a college, we would appreciate the flexibility in designa�ng coursework only programs as MS.
Best,

 
P D

College of Human Sciences

 
From: Robinson, Natalie B [G COL] <nbr@iastate.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2023 4:45 PM
To: Gille�e, Meghan T [HD FS] <meghang@iastate.edu>
Cc: Mo�, Ka�e [ADMIS] <kmo�@iastate.edu>; Fox, Jonathan J [HD FS] <jjfox@iastate.edu>; Margre�, Jennifer [HS AD]
<margre�@iastate.edu>
Subject: Re: Coursework Only Feedback
 
Thank you! We will provide this feedback to Council in our February mee�ng.
 
Take care,
Natalie
 
 

Natalie B. Robinson Assistant Director of Student & Faculty Services

she/her/hers
 

Graduate College
Advancing careers, lives, and society for over a century

 
505 Morrill Rd.
1137 Pearson Hall
 
P        515-294-5020         
W       grad-college.iastate.edu  
 
I acknowledge that Iowa State University is a land-grant university located on the ancestral lands and territory of the Baxoje (bah-kho-dzhe), or
Ioway Na�on. The United States removed the Meskwaki and Sauk na�ons from their land via the Treaty of 1842, and the Morrill Act of 1862
expropriated indigenous land to fund ISU. I wish to recognize my obliga�on to this land and to the people who took care of it, as well as to the
nearly 17,000 indigenous people who live in Iowa today. I'm working on my ac�on plan, and you can, too, by following Beyond Land
Acknowledgement: A Guide.
















